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SUMMARY
We examined the incidence rate and prognosis of tuberculosis in a cohort of patients with liver
cirrhosis in Denmark. In a study cohort of 22 675 patients with liver cirrhosis, we identified 151
cases of tuberculosis from 1977 to 1993. The incidence rate was 168n6 per 100 000 person-years
of risk, and the highest incidence rate was among men above 65 years of age, with an
incidence rate of 246n0 per 100 000 person-years of risk. The 30-day case-fatality rate was
27n3 % and the 1-year case fatality rate was 47n7 %. The results demonstrate that patients with
liver cirrhosis are at increased risk of tuberculosis. Additionally, it is suggested that liver
cirrhosis is an independent risk factor for tuberculosis, and that patients with liver cirrhosis
who acquire tuberculosis have a poor prognosis.

INTRODUCTION
The decline in incidence and mortality of tuberculosis
began in the middle of the last century, but in many
Western countries notifications of tuberculosis have
increased during the last 10 years [1–4]. Tuberculosis
is often associated with poverty, immigration, homelessness, overcrowding at the household level or HIV
infections [2, 5, 6]. The association between tuberculosis and alcohol abuse is also well known due to
impaired immune responses [1, 7].
Protective immunity against tuberculosis depends
mainly on the delayed cellular hypersensitivity response [8, 9]. However, when tuberculin-tested after
several months of alcohol abstinence, patients with
alcoholic liver cirrhosis often remain cutaneously
anergic and demonstrate impairment of the delayed
cellular hypersensitivity response [10].
Thus, liver cirrhosis in itself may be a risk factor for
development of tuberculosis, independent of alcohol
* Author for correspondence.

abuse. Furthermore, patients with liver cirrhosis often
suffer from malnutrition which contributes to immune
deficiency [11].
On this background, we examined the incidence
rate and the 30-day and 1-year case-fatality rates of
tuberculosis in a nationwide cohort of patients with
liver cirrhosis in Denmark.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
The study was conducted in Denmark, which has
approx. 5n2 million inhabitants. Every Danish resident
is assigned a personal identification number (CPR
number) shortly after birth or at immigration, in
which date of birth and gender are incorporated. The
study cohort was identified in the Danish National
Registry of Patients (NRP), which contains information on all hospital admissions since 1977 and
covers 99n9 % of all discharges from somatic departments in the country [12]. Each admission record
includes CPR number, date of admission, date of
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Table 1. Characteristics of 22 675 patients with lier cirrhosis in Denmark
1977–93

No. of patients
Proportion with alcoholic cirrhosis (%)
No. of cases with TB
Total person-years
Mean follow-up (years)

Women

Men

All

8510
45n4
38
36 718
4n3

14 165
70n3
113
52 850
3n7

22 675
60n9
151n0
89 568
4n0

Table 2. The incidence rate (IR) and 95 % confidence interal (CI) of tuberculosis among patients with lier
cirrhosis according to age, gender and type of cirrhosis
Gender

Age
(years)

No. of
cases

Person-years
at risk

IR

95 % CI

Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Non-alcoholic cirrhosis
Alcoholic cirrhosis
Women (all)
Men (all)

 50
 50
50–65
50–65
 65
 65
—
—
—
—

5
35
14
47
19
31
53
111
38
113

8 608
18 464
14 274
21 785
13 836
12 601
31 682
57 886
36 718
52 850

58n1
189n6
98n1
215n7
137n3
246n0
167n3
191n8
103n5
213n8

18n8–135n6
132n0–263n6
53n6–164n6
158n5–286n9
82n7–214n4
167n1–349n2
125n3–218n8
157n7–230n9
73n2–142n1
176n2–257n1

discharge, and up to 20 discharge diagnoses.
Diagnoses were classified according to the Danish
version of the International Classification of Diseases,
8th edition (ICD-8), during the study period [13].
Patients were included in the study when they had
been discharged at least once with a diagnosis of liver
cirrhosis (ICD-8 l 571n09, 571n90, 571n92, 571n93,
571n99) from 1 January 1977 until 31 December 1993.
We included only patients above 20 years of age in
the cohort, since children often have inborn errors of
metabolism or malformations as the aetiological
factor for liver cirrhosis. Patients were stratified into
two sub-cohorts, one consisting of patients discharged
with a diagnosis of alcoholic liver cirrhosis (ICD8 l 571n09) and the other consisting of patients with a
diagnosis of non-alcoholic liver cirrhosis (ICD-8 l
571n90, 571n92, 571n93, 571n99). To reduce misclassification, patients discharged with a diagnosis of
alcoholism (ICD-8 l 303) at any time from 1977 to
1993 were always referred to the sub-cohort of
alcoholic liver cirrhosis, no matter which cirrhosis
code was registered.
Patients with liver cirrhosis were registered as
having an episode of tuberculosis if discharged with a
diagnosis of tuberculosis with no regard to location
(ICD-8 l 0n10n00–018n99). All patients with a diagnosis of tuberculosis prior to a diagnosis of liver

cirrhosis, as well as patients with the diagnosis
tuberculosis sequela (ICD-8 l 0n19n00–0n19n99), were
excluded.
We obtained information on vital status from the
Central Personal Registry (CPR), which has kept
electronic records of all changes in vital status such as
date of emigration and date of death since 1968.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The follow-up period for tuberculosis began at the
date of discharge from the hospital with liver cirrhosis,
irrespective of cirrhosis type, and ended at the date of
discharge with a diagnosis of tuberculosis, date of
death or 31 December 1993, whichever occurred first.
Patients who were diagnosed with liver cirrhosis and
tuberculosis during the same admission were included
as cases and registered as zero person-years at risk.
The incidence rate was calculated as the number of
cases divided by the person-years at risk for each age
group, gender or type of cirrhosis, and the 95 %
confidence intervals (95 % CIs) were estimated according to Fisher’s exact limits [14].
We used logistic regression analysis to estimate the
association between tuberculosis and 30-day casefatality and 1-year case-fatality rate (deaths within 30
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1n0
1n15(0n37–3n59)
1n0
1n23(0n44–3n74)
64\136
8\15
1n0
1n38(0n44–4n30)
35\136
5\15

1n0
1n5(0n45–5n14)

1n0
1n35(0n62–2n93)
1n0
0n81(0n42–1n60)
27\53
45\98
1n0
0n87(0n41–1n88)
15\53
25\98

1n0
1n46(0n60–3n54)

1n0
0n56(0n25–1n23)
1n0
0n50(0n24–1n06)
23\38
49\113
1n0
0n87(0n37–1n92)
11\38
29\113

1n0
1n02(0n41–2n55)

1n0
0n97(0n43–2n20)
1n63(1n06–2n51)
16\40
24\61
32\50
1n0
0n68(0n25–1n85)
1n68(0n99–2n51)
9\40
10\61
21\50

1n0
0n64(0n23–1n79)
1n66(1n01–2n71)
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Age (years)
50 (reference category)
50–65
 65
Gender
Women (reference category)
Men
Liver cirrhosis
Non-alcoholic (reference category)
Alcoholic
Tuberculosis
Pulmonary (reference category)
Extra-pulmonary

Crude OR
(95 % CI)
Deaths\cases
Death\cases

Crude OR
(95 % CI)

Adjusted OR
(95 % CI)

1-year case-fatality
30-day case-fatality

A total of 22 675 patients with liver cirrhosis were
followed for a mean period of 4 years, a total of 89 568
person-years. In the study cohort, 61 % had alcoholic
cirrhosis. There were 62 % men and 38 % women, and
the mean age was 57n4 years when entering the study.
We identified 151 cases of tuberculosis in the cohort
during the study period, 113 men and 38 women.
Ninety-eight of the cases (58 %) had alcoholic liver
cirrhosis (Table 1).
The incidence rate of tuberculosis among patients
with liver cirrhosis was 168n6 per 100 000 person-years.
The incidence rate for men was 213n8 per 100 000
person-years, compared to women with an incidence
rate of 103n5 per 100 000 person-years. The incidence
rate increased with age in both genders and was
highest in men above 65 years of age at 246n0 per
100 000 person-years (Table 2).
In a recent Danish study, the incidence rate of
tuberculosis in the general population in the age
group 55–64 years was 8 per 100 000 person-years,
yielding an incidence rate ratio of 27n0 (95 % CI
12n6–66n1). For women the incidence rate was 4 per
100 000 for the same age group, giving an incidence
rate ratio of 34n3 (95 % CI 11n4–138n8).
We found a 30-day case-fatality rate of 27n3 %
(40\151) among the liver cirrhotic patients with
tuberculosis, and the highest risk was found among
patients above 65 years of age with an adjusted odds
ratio of 1n68 (95 % CI 0n99–2n51). Among patients
with extra-pulmonary tuberculosis, 30-day case-fatality was increased with an adjusted odds ratio of 1n38
(95 % CI 0n44–4n30). Case-fatality was not influenced
by gender or type of cirrhosis (Table 3).
We found a 1-year case-fatality rate of 47n7 %
(72\151). The same trend was found with the highest
risk among patients above 65 years of age, with an
adjusted odds ratio of 1n59 (95 % CI 1n01–2n49).

Table 3. 30-day and 1-year case-fatality among patients with lier cirrhosis after diagnosis of tuberculosis (n l 151)

RESULTS

Adjusted OR
(95 % CI)

days or 1 year of discharge). The cohort was divided
into three age categories, less than 50 years (the
reference group), between 50 and 65 years, and above
65 years, and divided according to gender, with
women as the reference group.
The cohort was also divided according to type of
cirrhosis, alcoholic cirrhosis and non-alcoholic cirrhosis (the reference group) and type of tuberculosis,
extra-pulmonary and pulmonary tuberculosis (the
reference group) [15].

1n0
0n88(0n38–2n03)
1n59(1n01–2n49)

Tuberculosis and liver cirrhosis
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DISCUSSION
There was a high incidence rate of tuberculosis among
patients with liver cirrhosis. The highest incidence was
seen in men, and in patients above 65 years of age.
The case-fatality was not significantly influenced by
the aetiology of liver cirrhosis nor by the location of
tuberculosis, but case-fatality was significantly higher
among those above 65 years of age.
The incidence rate of tuberculosis in the cohort of
patients with liver cirrhosis was much higher than in
the general population in Denmark during the period.
In 1977 the incidence rate of tuberculosis in Denmark
was 10n2 per 100 000 person-years. The incidence rate
declined to 5n8 per 100 000 person-years in 1986, then
rose slowly to 7n8 in 1993. The increasing incidence
rate of tuberculosis observed in the later years of the
follow-up period was almost exclusively due to
immigration [16, 17]. Furthermore, the incidence rate
in our study among patients with liver cirrhosis was
higher than in the general population as found in a
Spanish and a British study [2, 6], but not as high as
found in New York City, USA [18]. Previous studies
have identified ethnic background, homelessness and
HIV-infection as risk factors for tuberculosis [2, 18,
19], but none of these studies have identified liver
cirrhosis as an important risk factor.
The 30-day and 1-year case-fatality rates estimated
in our study were high compared to the findings of
others who have estimated rates among different types
of patient groups and in the general population
[1, 19–21]. It appears that development of tuberculosis
is a very serious complication in patients with liver
cirrhosis.
A strength of our study was its large size both in
terms of the numbers of patients with liver cirrhosis
and the numbers of patients with tuberculosis. The
uniformly organized health-care system in Denmark
enabled us to conduct a population-based design with
a complete follow-up. However, our study had some
limitations. Discharge diagnoses have varied in quality but the diagnosis of liver cirrhosis had a high
quality in the NRP though there was some misclassification between the different types of liver
cirrhosis [22]. A weakness of our study was its lack of
clinical details, especially of information on alcohol
consumption, since alcohol seems to be an independent risk factor for tuberculosis independent of
liver cirrhosis [1, 23]. We did not have any information
on the prevalence of homelessness in our cohort.
The incidence rate of tuberculosis among patients

with liver cirrhosis was high, raising the question
whether this group of patients should be supported
through provision of simple measures like contact
tracing and dispersing of information on common
signs of tuberculosis. In view of the serious prognosis
for patients with liver cirrhosis who acquire tuberculosis, the clinical implication could be routine
screening of this patient group when they present with
unexplained symptoms.
Our study supported the hypothesis that patients
with liver cirrhosis are at an increased risk of
tuberculosis and that the prognosis is poor. Furthermore, the incidence rate and the prognosis among
the patients with liver cirrhosis did not change
significantly when stratifying on the type of cirrhosis,
indicating that liver cirrhosis is a risk factor for
tuberculosis independent of alcohol.
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